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our powerful economy 1

prosperity with a purpose 2 2 2

party of ideas 3
freedom, dignity and worth of every individual 4 4

restoration of timeless values 5

calls all citizens to common goals 6

preserve local control of public schools 7

saving and strengthening SS 8
rebuild military, foreign policy of strength 9

sustain our nation's prosperity 10

overcoming poverty and other social problems 11

values that strengthen our culture 12

welcoming society in which we all have aplace 13

diversity of our nation 14

service to the common good 15

progress and prosperity 16 16 16

clear direction, new ideas, civility in public life 17
give purpose to our plenty 18

confidence in our fellow Americans 19
world at peace, scientific prog, just and caring society, common good, eco g 20 20 20 20

practical experience of the past 21
economy, unemployment, inflation 22 22 22

new jobs, lowest inflation 23 23

spending, nation's debt 24

reducing the debt, balanced budget 25

prosperity must have a purpose 26 26 26

economic expansion 27

call to conscience/promote growth and job creation 28 28 28 28

Taxpayer's Bill of Rights 29
economic growth/renewal to urban neighborhoods 30 30 30

super majority to raise taxes 31
repeal phone tax 32



homeownership central to the American dream 33

affordable housing in the national interest 34 34 34

urban homesteading, revitalizing neighborhoods 35

price families out of the market 36

create most new jobs/opportunity, women 37 37 37

end harassment of sm bus by fed agencies 38
providing health ins 39

employees and employers alike need to act as 40

global economy without limits to growth 41

benefits of free trade 42
drive to open new markets 43

ambitious round of multilateral negotiations 44
people in bondage can taste freeom, people in freedom can bond mo 45 45

greater personal liberty/hard work, tenacity 46 46 46

unimaginable growth 47

48
electronic signatures 49
make govt more responsive and citizen-centered 50

prosperity of our New Economy/philanthropic giving 51 51 51

space travel and space science 52
protect personal privacy 53

long tradition of personal resp/family 54

acknowledge mistakes 55
good and civil society originates in our homes, neighborhoods/workds of me 56 56 56

everyone has a resp to follow the rules, no one will be left behind 57 57 57

every child have a world-class education 58
fundamental principles 59

literacy 60
Ed a state, local, family resp 61 61 61

advance the education of disadvantaged children 62

maintain order 63
shift decision-making to localities 64

students with special needs 65

Ed remains a parental right and resp/voluntary prayer 66

expand the excellence in higher ed 67
increase access for qualified students 68

fiscal discipline 69

college costs continue to climb, usually far ahead of inflation 70

academic freedom/intolerance 71

expand opportunity 72

expand opportunity 73

increase supply of affordable housing for low-income families 74 74 74



unfair to faith based organizations 75

inviting into the American Dream those who are now in its shadows 76 76 76

renewal of entire communities 77

two parent family the best environment 78

non-marital pregnancy/substance abuse 79

abstinence education/divorce laws 80

war against drugs 81

renew support for capital punishment 82

preventive and family support services 83

effective enforcement of laws 84

stable and loving home 85

early intervention 86

environmental conservation 87

economic prosperity and environmental protection mus 88 88 88

solve the problem at the local level 89 89

mandate, regulate, litigate 90
protects wildlife diversity
reduce harmful emissions without forcing Americans to 92 92 92

enivronmental stewardship best advanced where prop 93 93

sound environmental stewardship 94

preserve natural heritage 95

environmentally and economically sustained manner 96 96 96

sustainable forest management/timber industry 97 97 97

agriculture at the heart of the economy 98
Freedom to Farm Act 99
prosperity  100

soften fluctuations in farm earnings 101

strong support for agricultural research 102
futures trading should be deregulated 103
economic development 104

gas prices have skyrocketed 105

safeguard America's energy security 106

current administration turned its back on two sources of emission-free power 107
affordable energy, economy/environmentally resp 108 108 108 108

stable, secure, and affordable energy 109 109 109

without safe and efficient transport, the economy withers away 110

Transportation Equity Act 111
railroads/economic growth 112

improve communities/vital for job creation 113 113 113

keep Americans moving safely 114
(economic) security and liberty 115 115 115

deterioration of SS 116



unfunded liability 117
unprecedented power grab 118
balancing fed budget without SS surplus/choice is the key 119 119 119

economic security 120

full repeal of death tax 121
long-term care, human need 122

Medicare reform 123
improve program's financial stability 124

choice of health care options 125

creaking bureaucratic dinosaur 126
reopen and broaden the door to healthcare 127 127

embrace change 128

promise of medical research requires more than just money 129

all Americans should have access to high-quality and affordable heath care 130

low-income Americans will have access to high-quality health care 131

tie between good jobs and good ins coverage 132 132 132

providing them (sm bus) important security 133

purchase private health ins 134
individuals should be free to manage their own contribution plans 135

consumer rights, choice/primary and preventitive care 136

secure health ins for 8 mil youngsters 137

patient centerd system 138

preserve traditional patient-doctor relationship 139

respect states' traditional authority to regulate 140

reduce rate of medical errors 141
public policy respect ethical conscience 142

needs of women historically underrepresented/vitality of families 143 143 143

minority female populations 144

equality for women in the delivery of health care services 145

state flexibility in managing various fed nutrition programs 146
women gain greater access to relevant care, research, and education 147

children's health 148
underserved and minority populations 149

govt reimbursement for med svcs/poorest citizens 150

medical privacy 151

ensure safety of clinical trials 152

bioterrorism 153

only individuals can make health choices 154

trust, pride, respect 155

make government citizen-centered 156

e-power citizens 157

force of the Tenth Amendment 158



fed govt's role to set high stds 159
modernized our national legislature 160

161
long overdue structural changes 162
end pork barrel abuse 163

waste resources 164

downsize this mess 165
bureaucracy will be reduced 166
rights of the people of full participation in the legal process 167

target most serious risks to health, safey, and the envi 168 168

oppose programs that promote religious bigotry 169

safety, values, and freedom of law-abiding citizens 170 170 170

respect the Constitution 171
reform the legal profession 172
drastically changed the practice of medicine (costs) 173

frivolous lawsuits 174
maintain discipline in the classroom 175

reduce health care costs 176

fair settlements rule 177
clients' bill of rights 178
consumer's face higher costs 179

make American dream accessible to Native Americans 180 180 180 180

help the capital recover/eco security 181 181 181

local self-govt in Territories 182

democratic values celebrated on every continent 183

avoid economic convusions/perilous conflicts 184 184

political and economic liberty, human dignity, rule of law 185 185 185 185

peace and democracy spread 186 186

squandered opportunities 187 187 187 187

Gore's new agenda 188
restore country's international purpose and national honor 189

identify and pursue vital national interests 190

commitment to freedom our true source of strength 191

a strong well trained military/guarantee of peace 192 192 192

transform defense capabilities 193

restore health of the defense industry 194 194

cut defense spending 195

run ragged by a deployment tempo that has eroded mil readiness 196

adequate military health care sys 197

pay gap/substandard housing 198

affirm traditional military culture 199

readiness 200



weakened defense (readiness) 201

death spiral of defense capability 202

American strength 203
new spirit of innovation 204
citizen soldiers/cause of national security 205

advocate of America's vets (health care/sm bus) 206 206 206

unemployed, homeless vets/vocational ed 207 207 207

build on strengths/unprecedented perils 208

protect nuc secrets 209

counter rampant proliferation of nuc, bio, chem weps 210

national security 211

deploy effective missile defenses 212

protect America 213

common security/not unilateral advantage 214

defend against the threats of today and tomorrow 215

reevaluate America's nuc force posture/national security 216 216 216

remove strat nuc weps from our arsenals 217

create a safer world/defend against nuc threats 218 218 218

deter and defeat proliferation 219

fight spread of nucs 220

renew fight against nuc/bio/chem weps 221

vital innovative society/improve productivity 222 222 222

opening the world economy 223

economic freedom will advance 224

private initiative encouraged by govt 225
nuture the human spirit, the middle class, law, liberty 226 226 226 226

build new structures for economic liberty 227

administration's failures 228
shared economic opportunity across national borders 229
sustainable prosperity 230

unelected elites (World Bank) 231

free democratic processes 232

future prospects bright 233
poverty, inadequate ed, rampant crime, corruption tear at fabric of society 234 234 234 234

respect for sovereignty/free politics/rule of law/variety of cultur 235 235 235 235 235

development of civil society 236

general political and economic reform 237
political repression in Cuba 238 238

commits to democratic elections 239

promote freedom and democracy 240 240

expand peace, security, democracy, and prosperity 241 241 241 241 241

promote democracy/human rights/wmd proliferation 242 242 242



peace, stability, security, and prosperity 243 243 243 243 243

protect peace on Korean peninsula 244

formal alliance w/Australia 245
China is not a free society 246

improved human rights/free/prosperous society 247 247 247

China a strategic competitor 248
enhance Taiwan's security 249

Taiwan accession to the WTO 250
all issues regarding Taiwan must be resolved peacefully and m 251 251

Vietnam 252
engage India/multicultural achievements 253

committed to democracy in Burma 254

Pacific Island nations 255
security of US inseparable from security of Europe 256

NATO is a strong political and security fellowship 257

protect all of America's allies 258

resist protectionism 259
forward defense of democracy 260

freedom/community of democracies 261 261

democratic systems/long-term stability 262 262 262

promote reconciliation and friendship 263

NATO's operations in Bosnia 264
bring peace and democracy to the Balkans 265 265

reliance of democratic forces 266

America's own national security is the first order of bus w/Russia 267

democratic and stable Russia 268 268 268

reality of democracy in Russia/rule of law 269 269 269

Moscow needs to operate with civilzed self-restraint 270 270

effort against proliferation 271

N.Ireland: progress toward peace with justice 272 272

respect wishes of Cypriot people/serve the interests of Americ 273 273 273

promote, maintain stable peace/Israel remains secure/protect eco interests/wmd 274 274 274

drove up oil prices 275

Israel only true democracy in Mid East 276

genuine peace 277

no peace in Iraq/WMD 278

react forcefull and unequivocally 279

denial of human rights 280

common struggle against terrorism 281

less dependent on foreign crude oil 282

burdens of poverty, war, disease 283 283

respect individual liberties 284



humanitarian catastrophies 285

improve daily lives of Africans/eco opportunity 286 286 ` 286

promotion of freedom and democracy critical to national intere 287 287 287 287

aid innocent victims 288

cause of peace/matter of sovereignty 289 289 289

rapidly evolving threat 290

destructive attacks on America 291

unprecedented threat to America 292

principles of counter terrorism policy 293 293

coordination of domestic emergency preparedness programs 294
combat international organized crime 295

protecting America's vital national interests 296

thrive amid great change 297
traditional truths about power and ideals 298












